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Storytelling
Ephesian Miracle
Type: novella word count about 39,300 A new approach to the classic fairy tale.
The story of Beauty and the Beast with a twist. What if the woman was the one
turned into the creature? A realm of adventure and peril mingled with romance,
friendship, magic, and sword and sorcery. Join Pluck in this novella series as she
travels through a strange land of danger and intrigue as she finds allies and foes
alike in her search to lift her monstrous curse. A story like Beauty and the Beast
but with more action adventure and menacing darkness. On the planet Terra when
recorded history began, Man coexisted with the Necroms. The dawn of this period
was known as the First Age of Magic. In the Second Age of Magic, a war broke out
between Man and the Necroms and by the middle of the Second Age, Man was
nearly wiped from creation. Those who survived fled Wellspring and journeyed
across the sea into the unknown, finding new homes and creating fortified
domains. In the Third and final Age of Magic, Man established five island kingdoms:
Commery, Fletching, Morgog, Swelldom, and Hort. For generations, the wars
continued until an arranged marriage between the two strongest kingdoms of
Commery and Morgog ceased the bloodshed, and so Man established the first
Emperor and Empress and the tradition of Amalgamation. When both the Emperor
and Empress of the Five Kingdoms died, the two strongest kingdoms' heirs married
and crowned a new dynasty and so began the Age of Amalgamation. During this
age, a witch placed a curse on a girl named Pluck. The curse had been meant for a
boy, Prince Edward of Fletching, for stealing the Mystic Rose. Pluck transformed
into a Necrom with the Kiss, Edward's first kiss, as her only redemption. The Kiss
wouldn't be an easy task since showing her face meant her death. Pluck goes
through her young adult life training to become a High Guard as a means to lift her
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curse but it never comes. What does the future hold for her? Beauty Of The Beast
Epic Fantasy Action-Adventure Sword and Sorcery Dark Fantasy YA Novella Series:
1. BOTB1A: The Flower, The Sword, And The Kiss 2. BOTB1B: A Vow Of Love And
The Challenge 3. BOTBC: Hearts Betrayed And Blood Revealed Pluck looks like a
Necrom (tiger, lion, cheetah, and panther) an animal that should only exist in
mythic fiction. Young adult Pluck grows into a heroic warrior and faces her curse as
the Prince leaves their island in this high fantasy adventure. She will encounter
new realms and magical realism lands full of supernatural races that should only
live in legend or myth. This Beauty and the Beast like story will take her to a land
of untold dangers. In this retelling of Beauty and the Beast, she must find a way to
exist in her cat-like form that others see as hideous long enough to gain her
freedom. A not so classic approach to a version of the famous fairytale. Sword and
sorcery with a little romance thrown in will delight anyone who enjoys fairy tales as
they journey with the Beast Woman. This book uses a mixture of YA fantasy to
create a book for all ages to enjoy. Will she finally receive the Kiss in this romantic
fantasy and finally end the hex that has kept her hidden away from everyone? Her
survival depends on whether or not she can earn the trust of Edward and help him
remember who she was to him as children. As young adults, they were close. She
had been brought in to learn with him as a preteen and she went through
schooling with him. All of that is in the past now Now everything depends on the
Prince and what he will do once he realizes what she truly is. What will he do once
he sees the Beauty of the Beast? YA Beauty and the Beast retelling of the classic
fairytale to delight and tickle hearts of all ages with friendship, love, romance, and
struggle of good versus evil.

Country Life
Study of religion and magic in Pune, India.

Great Black Magic Stories
Brief biographies of some famous practitioners of black magic throughout history.
Includes Johann Faust, Cagliostro, John Dee, Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Aleister
Crowley, and others.

Strange Brew
Mystic Trinity
When Some Practical Magic isn't enough . . . When Endora Bast is asked for help by
the same witch Tribunal that reduced her magic to almost nothing, she wonders
why she should bother. Years ago, they punished her harshly, all because she'd
fallen in love. Now, they desperately need her to save the entire witch community.
Endora is in for a shock when she's told she must stop her old nemesis, Obsidian
Ashmedai, before he regains his full magical powers. If she does, she'll regain all of
her magic and have her record expunged. If she doesn't, Ashmedai will become
the most powerful being in the world. Only one other witch can help Endora defeat
Ashmedai. Marcus Morion, her former lover, was also punished by the Tribunal. As
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a penalty, Endora and Marcus were forced to remain apart, indefinitely. But now,
without benefit of full magical powers, they are the witches' only hope of survival.
Failure might cost them their lives. But if they succeed, the happiness they've
always yearned for will be theirs for the taking . . .

Star of the Magi
Blooms of Mystic Verse and Spiritual Insight
The Mystic Spell
In Ephesian Miracle things begin on an ominous note. Two Christian priests are
murdered in Istanbul shortly before Art and his fiancee Marissa are to be married in
the Chora Church in that cosmopolitan city. On top of that, it appears the bones of
Mary the mother of Jesus have been found in Ephesus! Art and Marissa's
honeymoon plans go awry when suddenly Marissa is missing and a ransom note is
found by Art under the door of his hotel room in Kushadasi. It will take a miracle,
an Ephesian miracle, to save her life. Fascinating archaeological discoveries, a
romantic mid-life wedding and honeymoon, kidnapping and the martyring of
Christians dot the landscape of this sixth thriller in the Art West series.

Mystic Healers & Medicine Shows
“Strange Brew” is the title of a 1967 hit song from Cream’s album Disraeli Gears,
which featured the most psychedelic cover art ever. The song is what postmodern
scholars, influenced by Fredric Jameson, would call a pastiche: its lyrics combine
images of love, witchcraft, and getting stoned with a note-for-note rendition of
Albert King’s traditional blues song “Oh Pretty Woman.” The song’s title is a
metaphor suggesting that words and music can mix to become a kind of magic
potion. Strange Brew: Metaphors of Magic and Science in Rock Music traces the
evolution of psychedelic music from its roots in rock and roll and the blues to its
influence on popular music today, shows how metaphor is used to create the
effects of songs and their lyrics, and explores how words and music came together
as both a cause and effect of the cultural revolution of the nineteen-sixties.

The Book of Black Magic and of Pacts
The Mystic Test Book of "The Hindu Occult Chambers"
Cadence
The Kings of Black Magic
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Zelma, the Mystic
She’s the only one who can pull him from the darkness… As Commander of the Fae
army, Aimery is used to tracking evil and putting an end to it. When one of the rare
and treasured blue dragons is killed and an egg stolen, Aimery is ordered to find
the murderer. He never expects it to be one of his closest friends… Kyndra is a
priestess of the Dragon Order sworn to protect all dragons in the Realm of the Fae.
She is sent by the high priestess to accompany Aimery and return the killer for
execution. Aimery is instantly drawn to the sword-wielding priestess, but he knows
he cannot have Kyndra. Her life is sworn to the dragons, to be touched by no man.
Neither expects to find desire and unyielding passion in the other. Yet when they
track the killer to another realm, Aimery’s life is at stake and Kyndra gives herself
to him and the love she cannot deny in order to save him…

The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction
A Series of Lessons in Mystic Christianity
Hands of the Philistines, and Other Stories
A collection of informative entries providing a definitive and fascinating study of
the wide world of storytelling.

Timber Processing
"Collection includes some of the author's most important essays written during 25
years of research among the Warao of the Orinoco Delta. Focus is on religious life,
for which author provides in-depth comparative and historical interpretations of the
symbolic values the Warao bestow on environmental, material, and social
processes, revealing how Warao experience of life and the material conditions of
existence are endowed with religious and mystical significance. This approach,
outside of studies of the Guarani, has rarely been explored in South American
ethnology"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 57.

That Old Black Magic
Mystic Endowment
Fantasy & Science Fiction
The Book of Black Magic and of Facts
Cynical detective B. F. Hopper, a former counterintelligence operative, is hired to
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find a serial killer responsible for a series of brutal murders aimed at a Colorado
Buddhist sect

An Encyclopædia of Occultism
Zelma, the Mystic, Or, White Magic Versus Black
Let's Name It
Skiing America
Beauty of the Beast #1 The Mystic Rose: Part A: The Flower,
The Sword, And The Kiss
The Celtic Monthly
Iconic, tough-but-tender Boston PI Spenser delves into the black market art scene
to investigate a decades-long unsolved crime of dangerous proportions. The heist
was legendary, still talked about twenty years after the priceless paintings
disappeared from one of Boston's premier art museums. Most thought the art was
lost forever, buried deep, sold off overseas, or, worse, destroyed as incriminating
evidence. But when paint chips from the most valuable piece stolen, Gentlemen in
Black by a Spanish master, arrives at the desk of a Boston journalist, the museum
finds hope and enlists Spenser's help. Soon the cold art case thrusts Spenser into
the shady world of black market art dealers, aged Mafia bosses, and old vendettas.
A five-million-dollar-reward by the museum's top benefactor, an aged, unlikable
Boston socialite, sets Spenser and pals Vinnie Morris and Hawk onto a trail of
hidden secrets, jailhouse confessions, and decades-old murders. Set against the
high-society art scene and the low-life back alleys of Boston, this is classic Spenser
doing what he does best.

Shadows of the Prophet
Religion and Magic in Urban Setting
This book is an illustrated volume on the rites and mysteries of black magic.

Robert B. Parker's Old Black Magic
Mystic Christianity Or, the Inner Teachings of the Master
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Acts of Magic
Most of the histories of the West are obsessed with the shoot-em-ups. But what
about the patch-em-ups? Who had to deal with all that famous carnage? With all
the bloodletting depicted by pop culture historians, it almost seems a miracle
anyone survived to settle the West. Prior to World War II regular, or allopathic,
physicians trained in mainstream medicine were often outnumbered by alternative
practitioners--folk curers, herbalists, faith healers, homeopaths, patent medicine
promoters, and medicine showmen. Mystic Healers and Medicine Shows profiles
many of the most significant of these healers as well as a few other colorful regular
doctors.

The Old Testament in the Light of the Ancient East
This is the first in-depth study of the Malay martial art, silat, and the first
ethnographic account of the Haqqani Islamic Sufi Order. Drawing on 12 years of
research and practice, the author provides a major contribution to the study of
Malay culture.

Ticket to Everywhere
Followers of the New Thought movement of the early 20th century sought to find
God through explorations of the metaphysical. Here, one of the most influential
thinkers of this early "New Age" philosophy takes a fresh look at the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ through a New Thought lens. In this series of "lessons"
originally published as a series of monthly missives in 1907 and 1908, we discover
the previously hidden esoteric meanings behind much of the story of Jesus, from
the foretelling of his birth to the strange mysteries of his healing of the sick to the
occult ceremony of the Last Supper. This is an eye-opening reinterpretation of a
familiar story. American writer WILLIAM WALKER ATKINSON (1862-1932) was editor
of the popular magazine New Thought from 1901 to 1905, and editor of the journal
Advanced Thought from 1916 to 1919. He authored dozens of New Thought books
under numerous pseudonyms, including "Yogi Ramacharaka" and "Theron Q.
Dumont." ALSO FROM COSIMO: Atkinson's Memory: How to Develop, Train and Use
It; Advanced Course in Yogi Philosophy and Oriental Occultism; The Art and Science
of Personal Magnetism: The Secret of Mental Fascination; The Science of Psychic
Healing; Thought Vibration or the Law of Attraction in the Thought World; and
others

Old Black Magic
A New Light of Mysticism
Bible Review
The Moving Picture World
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